Battle for the Bridge by Roger Burley
As the afternoon shadows grew longer, Lt. Dolan’s platoon kept digging in for the
expected German counterattack. Capt. Schwartzwalder’s company had been located at
the other end of the causeway, but from accounts of the few wounded stragglers, who
made it out of the flooded marsh or crawled down the causeway, only Germans remained
in Cauquigny. Just an hour earlier, an ATG and a MMG arrived to reinforce Lt. Dolan’s
position. The ATG was positioned on the left flank, where it could command the bend in
the causeway. The MMG was up the road to the east, with a somewhat obstructed view
of the causeway and the bridge. A 60-mm mortar, with a half-dozen rounds of HE was
also in support. At the end of the bridge, covered by a thin layer of dirt, were 4 antitank
mines. Before the mines were laid, the platoon had driven a farm truck from the manor
onto the bridge, wedging it between the sidewalls and taking the distributor cap (the
platoon might need the truck later and no one carries a distributor cap into combat). The
rest of the platoon spread out to either side of the bridge, centered on the two bazooka
teams.

Pregame placement of U.S. Positions

Capt. Seydlitz signaled Lt. Keuppe to double
time across the causeway. It was pointless
to conceal their approach with three noisy
captured French Renault R-35 tanks from
the nearby training unit in the column. Lt.
Sedov’s platoon entered the causeway and
set off. Then, Capt. Seydlitz brought up the
rear with Lt. Krieger. The three tanks were
assigned to each of the platoons for support.
Feldwebel Kozak, the leader of the tanks,
had to urge the rest of the section to keep
moving. The column crossed the majority
of the causeway without incident.

Capt. Seydlitz dropped a spotting round north of the bridge along the road to no effect.
The lead tank fired a smoke round at the bend in the causeway and continued to advance.
As Seydlitz moved to get a better look at the far end
of the causeway, an ATG roared to life. An AP
shell destroyed the lead tank’s main gun, and the
crew bailed out. Seydlitz could not see the south
end of the causeway. So, he moved forward to an
open area in some trees ahead.

Moments later, a second R-35 tank came
into view. This time the ATG’s shells
penetrated the flank, causing a
catastrophic explosion. The infantry on
the causeway was rapidly losing their
armored support, and they jeered at the
retreating tankers.
The first two German platoons picked up
the pace. As they double-timed towards
the river, they noticed a disabled truck
blocking the bridge. The platoon leader
tossed a smoke grenade to the right,
hoping to cover some of the approach.
Capt. Seydlitz spotted the ATG in the
open at the corner of the bocage. Calling
for mortar support, he got a spotting round
that fell far from the gun. It took several
actions before the tubes could be adjusted
and then fired for effect (6-rounds on a
point target).
Feldwebel Kozak shaded his tank to the
right, and as the bridge appeared, he fired
a smoke round at the truck on the bridge to
cover the column’s approach. At the same
time, an American mortar round landed on
the bridge, which was a harbinger of
things to come. This spurred the front two
platoons to race for the bridge.
Three German mortar rounds landed close enough to cause casualties and suppress the
ATG for 4 actions.

The lead platoon raced over the bridge and started to engage the Americans.
Having spent most of their time urging their squads forward, the platoon leaders fell
slowly back and had to dash forward to catch up. Unfortunately, this left Lt. Keuppe near
the bend as Capt. Seydlitz and Lt.
Krieger came up to the burning
tank.
The ATG spotted several groups
of infantry near the bend and
fired 2 salvos of HE rounds (4
total – rate of fire reduced for the
casualties incurred). When the
last round exploded, one squad,
the platoon leaders Kreiger and
Keuppe, and Capt. Seydlitz were
eliminated. The leadership of the
German company was destroyed,
but the bulk of the company was
far ahead and engaged in their
own fight for survival.

Lt. Kozak pulled his tank up to a gap in
the trees at the bend and shot at the ATG
just as the ATG shot its last AP round at
the tank. The ATG missed, but the tank’s
HE rounds finished off the ATG.

The bazooka team and squad on the
north side of the bridge moved south to
support the defense of the manor, as they
were out of position to provide support.

At the manor farm complex, the south
bazooka team fired several rounds at the
squads as they came over the bridge. Most
of the forward squads and Lt. Sedov
started towards the buildings. Exchanging
fire with the bazooka team allowed two
squads to enter what appeared to be a
garage. Lt. Sedov ran up the road and then
over the hedge and towards the manor
house.

The American mortar rounds started to fall on the last platoon still on the causeway. FW
Kozak raced his tank to the bridge and up against the disabled truck. As the mortars fell,
they eliminated another squad from the rear platoon and severely damaged the remaining
squad that had just reached the bridge. Another squad on the other side of the tank
suffered some casualties, but continued towards the manor. A track on FW Kozak’s tank
was blown off by one of the mortars; so, he could not push past the truck.
Up the hill, the American MMG started firing at German squads near the bridge, but the
intervening bocage and stonewalls made the fire ineffective. Within the manor complex,
the Americans and Germans contested the garage and the two-story building, with a
bazooka team adding aimed shots through windows to the mayhem. The squad from the
American right flank added its fire from atop the bocage. Each side lost a squad and all
units involved took casualties.
At the end of the 6th turn and available player time, the Germans had 5 units ensconced in
the two larger houses, a depleted squad at the bridge (under the truck) with a view up the
road to the east and FW Kozak’s immobile tank, that still had 2 HE, some AP and MG
ammunition at the bridge behind the front of the truck (limited coverage to the north of
the road – vision blocked by truck cab). There was general agreement that the Americans
did not have sufficient strength to expel the Germans from the buildings. Although
having four unsuppressed German units after two more turns could have been a
challenge.

